Virtual Volunteer Fair Step by Step

Due to COVID-19, our volunteer fair will be virtual! Because of this, the volunteer fair will be completely different. Below are the steps you need to complete to be involved in the fair.

Videos are due on August 28th

**Record the Video**

*Before August 28th*

Record a one minute video of you giving an “elevator speech” about your organization.

**Submit the Video**

*By August 28th*

Submit the video to the CCE Box.

**Youtube**

*By September 14th*

After we receive your videos, we will upload all of them to Youtube with a similar format.

**Advertise**

*September 14th-October 2nd*

We will advertise your organization on our social media accounts.

**New Volunteers**

*Starting After September 14th*

Your new UT students will volunteer with you!